case study 014

Automated Saw
Pioneering H&S improvements through technical innovation

Fully automated, self contained
saw cutting operation

s well as being an innovator in vehicle restraint systems, Extrudakerb is pioneering improved health and
safety on-site. This is best shown in Extrudakerb’s introduction of its automated saw to insert crack
inducement cuts on the many miles of concrete barriers being installed in the UK.
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The automated saw replaces hand-held petrol saws, reducing dust and
eliminating exposure to manual handling and vibrating tools, while also
minimising noise levels significantly.
Extrudakerb introduced the new automated saw system on Costain’s
M1 Smart Motorway Contract J28-31 in 2015.
The crack inducement cuts are required every 3m to induce managed
cracking of the concrete at approximately 40mm depth, controlling and
reducing uncontrolled cracking which could affect the performance of the
vehicle restraint system.
Previously, two operators worked in a noisy environment and spread dust
over both carriageways, manually cutting into the concrete barriers at 3m
intervals, leaving the cutting depth open to human error and cutting to
approximated depths. Now just one person moves swiftly along the barrier
on a single carriageway inserting the induced cracks automatically and
accurately to an exact depth, in a less noisy, hazardous and
dusty environment.
High precision depth of cut
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Automated Saw - Pioneering H&S
improvements through technical innovation

No HAVS, no manual
handling, reduced
noise, improved dust
suppression

^Improving quality
^Reducing dust
^No HAVS
^Replacing hand-held petrol saws
^Eliminating manual handling issues
^Reducing exposure to vibrating tools
^Reducing noise levels

Best practice leads to improved H&S
and efficiency

Extrudakerb’s work ethic focusses on innovation and best practice.
While the company continuously improves service delivery it also
constantly addresses health, safety, quality and efficiency. The
introduction of the automated saw is a result of both approaches.
Of course, a key factor in the saw’s success is the elimination of HAVS
thanks to the operator using a battery-operated remote control at a safe
distance from the saw. This, in turn, is designed to minimise noise and dust
as the operator is removed from the immediate area and water suppression
reduces dust.
Efficiency is improved too. Because the saw cuts both faces of the barrier
from one side, only one carriageway is affected, negating the need for the
operator to cross onto the adjacent carriageway.
The HSE has welcomed this innovative engineering solution, commenting
that “…the automated saw cutting method looks very promising.”
Extrudakerb is now exploring alternatives to other manual cutting and
widening applications and is rolling out the utilisation of the automated saw
across the UK.

HSE supported
innovation

For more information on the Extrudakerb Automated Saw,
call Extrudakerb on T: +44 (0) 1709 862 076 or E: sales@extrudakerb.co.uk
Extrudakerb (Maltby Engineering) Ltd, Denaby Lane Industrial Estate, Old Denaby,
Doncaster, South Yorkshire, DN12 4JJ, United Kingdom
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